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Abstra t. This paper explains the details of the memory model under-

lying the veri ation of sequential Java programs in the framework of
the \LOOP" proje t ([13, 18℄). The building blo ks of this memory are
ells, whi h are untyped in the sense that they an store the ontents of
the elds of an arbitrary Java obje t. The main memory is then modeled
as three in nite series of su h ells, for storing instan e variables on a
heap, lo al variables and parameters on a sta k, and stati (or lass) variables in the third series. Veri ation on the basis of this memory model
is illustrated both in PVS and in Isabelle/HOL, via several examples of
Java programs, involving various subtleties of the language (wrt. memory
storage).
Keywords: Memory model, Java, program veri ation
Classi ation: 68Q55, 68Q60, 68Q65 (AMS'91); D.1.5, D.2.4, F.3.1,
F.4.1 (CR'98).

1 Introdu tion
This paper reports on a (part of an) ambitious proje t to verify sequential Java
programs, by making eÆ ient use of modern tools for reasoning and translation.
The underlying idea is that the quality of urrent proof tools (and hardware)
should make it possible to hange program veri ation from a purely theoretial dis ipline, working only for arti ial, mathemati ally ivilised, programming
languages, into a eld where a tual veri ation of programs written in a real-life
language (namely Java [2, 6℄)|with all its messy semanti al details|be omes
feasible.
Here we isolate a small part of this larger proje t (see also [13, 18℄) dealing
with memory organisation and obje t reation (in luding initialisation). Therefore, many aspe ts are ne essarily ignored, for example inheritan e, asting, exeption handling, and basi imperative programming. Some more information
an be obtained from [13, 8℄, but many details are still unpublished. The initialisation pro edure that we dis uss here follows the Java language spe i ation [6℄,
and the examples we present do not involve ertain ambiguities in the language
spe i ation about when to start stati initialisation pro edures, as pointed out
in [4℄.
?

This paper is based on the invited talk of Ja obs, presented at the Workshop on
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Fig. 1. Use of the LOOP tool, in ombination with proof tools PVS or Isabelle/HOL
For our veri ation work we have developed a spe ial purpose ompiler, alled
LOOP, for Logi of Obje t-Oriented Programming. It is used as a front-end tool
to a proof-tool, for whi h we an use both PVS [15℄ and Isabelle [16℄, see Figure 1. The LOOP tool turns Java lasses1 into logi al theories, embodying the
denotational semanti s of these lasses. A ertain semanti al prelude ontains
basi de nitions, as explained in Se tion 5 below. A user an formulate his/her
own statements about the original Java lass, and try to prove these on the basis
of the logi al theories that are produ ed. The semanti s that is used is based on
so- alled oalgebras (see [12, 10℄ for some ba kground information), but that is
not really relevant in this paper.
Of ourse, getting the semanti s of Java right is the rst prerequisite for any
Java veri ation proje t. In this ase, there are ertain additional onstraints.
1. It should be possible to formulate this semanti s in the logi of the proof
tool that is used. Sin e we use both PVS and Isabelle/HOL, this means that
it should be formulated in typed higher order logi . Espe ially the typing
onstraints for e us to use a tri ky \untyped" de nition of memory ells,
be ause they should be apable of storing (the ontents of the elds of)
arbitrary obje ts. See Subse tion 4.1 for details. In [5℄ there is also a memory
model as basis for program veri ation in OBJ3. But this model avoids the
problems that we are ta kling here, be ause the programming language for
whi h it is used is an imperative one (without obje ts) and only has integer
variables.
2. The type theoreti representation should allow eÆ ient proofs, preferably
using automati rewriting. For example, at the lowest level, our translation
involves various bureau rati details about storage positions, but a user need
not be on erned with these be ause appropriate rewriting lemmas take are
of memory a ess.
1

The LOOP tool is meant to be used only for Java lasses whi h are a epted by a
standard (JDK) ompiler, and whi h are in parti ular type orre t.
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Thus the translation of Java lasses is a ne balan ing a t. The urrent version is
a result of many proof experiments, aimed at fully automati memory handling
by the ba k-end proof tool.
What we present is (part of) a model-based spe i ation of a signi ant
part of the Java programming language. It is not a property-based spe i ation,
largely for reasons of eÆ ien y. What we present is a (type theoreti ) memory model, and not an abstra t property-based spe i ation of a memory (like
e.g. in [17℄). The memory lo ations in our memory model are natural numbers,
simply be ause PVS and Isabelle are very eÆ ient in handling natural numbers.
This is relevant when, for instan e a write operation at lo ation n is followed by
a read operation on lo ation m. When m 6= n, this an be simpli ed to doing the
read operation at m dire tly. The eÆ ien y in the omparison of the lo ations
n and m is lost in an abstra t memory representation.
The three Java examples dis ussed in this paper form part of a larger series of
examples [3℄. These examples are used in le tures on Java, whi h do not aim at
providing a systemati explanation of the semanti s of Java, but of what is alled
empiri al semanti s : it onsists of a large series of well- hosen, small examples
of Java programs, ea h fo using on one spe i aspe t of the language2 . This
series of examples is a gold mine for the LOOP proje t: it allows us to test our
semanti s on a well- on eived set of examples oming from sour es outside the
LOOP proje t without knowledge about the parti ular semanti representation
that we have hosen. About 30 of the examples have been translated into PVS
and Isabelle with the LOOP tool and proven orre t both with PVS and with
Isabelle. Se tion 6 presents three representative (but small) examples from [3℄.
Corre tness proofs are dis ussed in the subsequent Se tion 7.
This paper is organised as follows. It starts with a brief des ription of the
higher order logi that will be used to explain our memory model. The primitive
types and referen e types of Java are translated to types in this logi . Se tion 4
explains the details of the memory model, and Se tion 5 des ribes the representation of Java statements and expressions that we use. Then, Se tion 6 introdu es
three short but non-trivial Java programs. The veri ation of two of these is
dis ussed in Se tion 7.

2 Type-theoreti preliminaries
In this se tion we shall present the simple type theory and ( lassi al) higher-order
logi in whi h we will be working. It an be seen as a ommon abstra tion from
the type theories and logi s of both PVS and Isabelle/HOL3 . Using this general
2
3

Together with a lear statement about the ompiler version and ma hine that are
used for produ ing ertain signi ant results.
Certain aspe ts of PVS and Isabelle/HOL are in ompatible, like the type parameters
in PVS versus type polymorphism in Isabelle/HOL, so that the type theory and logi
that we use is not really in the interse tion. But with some good will it should be
lear how to translate the onstru tions that we present into the parti ular languages
of these proof tools. See [7℄ for a detailed omparison.
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type theory and logi means that we an stay away from the parti ulars of the
languages of PVS and Isabelle and make this work more a essible to readers
unfamiliar with these tools. Due to spa e restri tions, the explanation will have
to be rather sket hy, and some experien e in basi type theory is assumed on
the reader's side.
Our type theory is a simple type theory with types built up from: type
variables ; ; : : :, type onstants nat, bool, string (and some more), exponent
types  !  , labeled produ t (or re ord) types [ lab1 : 1 ; : : : ; labn : n ℄ and labeled oprodu t (or variant) types f lab1 : 1 j : : : j labn : n g, for given types
; ; 1 ; : : : ; n . New types an be introdu ed via de nitions, as in:
def
lift[ ℄ : TYPE =

f

bot: unit j up:

g

where unit is the empty produ t type [ ℄. This lift type onstru tor adds a bottom
element to an arbitrary type, given as type variable . It is frequently used in
the sequel.
For exponent types we shall use the standard notation x: : M for lambda
abstra tion and N  L for appli ation. For terms Mi : i , we have a labeled tuple ( lab1 = M1 ; : : : ; labn = Mn ) inhabiting the orresponding labeled produ t
type [ lab1 : 1 ; : : : ; labn : n ℄. For a term N : [ lab1 : 1 ; : : : ; labn : n ℄ in this produ t, we write N:labi for the sele tion term of type i . Similarly, for a term
M : i there is a labeled or tagged term labi M in the labeled oprodu t type
f lab1 : 1 j : : : j labn : n g. And for a term N : f lab1 : 1 j : : : j labn : n g in this
oprodu t type, together with n terms Li (xi ):  ontaining a free variable xi : i
there is a ase term CASES N OF f lab1 x1 7! L1 (x1 ) j : : : j labn xn 7! Ln (xn ) g
of type  whi h binds the xi . These introdu tion and elimination terms for
labeled produ ts and oprodu ts are required to satisfy standard ( )- and ( )onversions.
Formulas in higher-order logi are terms of type bool. We shall use the onne tives ^ ( onjun tion), _ (disjun tion),  (impli ation), : (negation, used with
rules of lassi al logi ) and onstants true and false, together with the (typed)
quanti ers 8x: : ' and 9x: : ', for a formula '. There is also a onditional term
IF ' THEN M ELSE N , for terms M; N of the same type.
All these language onstru ts are present in both PVS and Isabelle/HOL.

3 Modeling Java's primitive types and referen e types
The primitive types in Java are:
byte; short; int; long; har; float; double; boolean

The rst ve of these are the so- alled integral types. They have de nite ranges
in Java (e.g. int ranges from -2147483648 to 2147483647). For all of these we
4

shall assume orresponding type onstants byte, short, int, long, har, oat, double
and bool in our type theory4 .
Referen e types are used in Java for obje ts and arrays. A referen e may
be null, indi ating that it does not refer to anything. In our model, a nonnull referen e ontains a pointer `objpos' to a memory lo ation (on the heap,
see Subse tion 4.2), together with a string ` lname' indi ating the run-time type
of the obje t, or the run-time groundtype of the array, at this lo ation, and
possibly two natural numbers des ribing the dimension and length of non-null
array referen es. This leads to the following de nition.
def
RefType : TYPE =
f null: unit j ref: [ objpos: MemLo ;
lname: string;
dimlen: lift[ [ dim: nat; len: nat ℄ ℄ ℄ g

(1)

where, for reasons of abstra tion, we use the type de nitions:
def
MemLo : TYPE =
nat

and similarly

def
CellLo : TYPE =
nat

(2)

The latter type will be used below for lo ations in memory ells.

4 The memory model
This se tion starts by de ning memory ells for storing Java obje ts and arrays.
They are used to build up the main memory for storing arbitrarily many su h
items. This obje t memory OM omes with various operations for reading and
writing.

4.1 Memory ells
A single memory ell an store the ontents of all the elds from a single obje t of
an arbitrary lass. The (translated) types that the elds of obje ts an have are
limited to byte, short, int, long, har, oat, double, bool and RefType. Therefore a
ell will have entries for all of these. The number of elds for a parti ular type
4

One an take for example the type of integers : : : ; 2; 1; 0; 1; 2; : : : for the integral
types, and the type of real numbers for the oating point types double and oat,
ignoring ranges and pre ision.
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is not bounded, so we shall simply in orporate in nitely many in a memory ell:
def
Obje tCell : TYPE =

bytes: CellLo ! byte;
shorts: CellLo ! short;
ints: CellLo ! int;
longs: CellLo ! long;
hars: CellLo ! har;
oats: CellLo ! oat;
doubles: CellLo ! double;
booleans: CellLo ! bool;
refs: CellLo ! RefType

(3)

Re all that CellLo is de ned as nat in (2). Our memory will be organised in
su h a way that ea h memory lo ation points to a memory ell, and ea h ell
lo ation to a position inside the ell.
Storing an obje t from a lass with, for instan e, two integer elds and one
Boolean eld, in a memory ell is done by (only) using the rst two values (at 0
and at 1) of the fun tion ints: CellLo ! int and (only) the rst value (at 0) of the
fun tion booleans: CellLo ! bool. Other values of these and other fun tions in
the obje t ell are irrelevant, and are not used for obje ts of this lass. Enormous
storage apa ity is wasted in this manner, but that is unproblemati . The LOOP
ompiler attributes these ell positions to elds of a lass, see Subse tion 4.4 for
details.
Storing an array of Booleans, say of dimension 1 and length 100, in a memory
ell is done by using the rst 100 entries of the fun tion booleans: CellLo ! bool,
and nothing else. For arrays of obje ts the refs fun tion is used. Similarly for
multi-dimensional arrays.
An empty memory ell is de ned with Java's default values (see [6, xx 4.5.4℄)
for primitive types and referen e types:
def
EmptyObje tCell: Obje tCell = bytes = n: CellLo : 0;
shorts = n: CellLo : 0;
ints = n: CellLo : 0;
longs = n: CellLo : 0;
hars = n: CellLo : 0;
oats = n: CellLo : 0;
doubles = n: CellLo : 0;
booleans = n: CellLo : false;
refs = n: CellLo : null

(4)

Storing an empty obje t ell at a parti ular memory position guarantees that
all eld values stored there get default values.
6

4.2 Obje t memory
Obje t ells form the main ingredient of a new type OM representing the main
memory. It has a heap, sta k and stati part, for storing the ontents of respe tively instan e variables, lo al variables and parameters, and stati (also alled
lass) variables:
def
OM : TYPE =

heapmem: MemLo
heaptop: MemLo ;
sta kmem: MemLo
sta ktop: MemLo ;
stati mem: MemLo

!

Obje tCell;

!

Obje tCell;

!

[ initialised: bool; stati ell: Obje tCell ℄

(5)


The entry heaptop (resp. sta ktop) indi ates the next free (unused) memory
lo ation on the heap (resp. sta k). These hange during program exe ution. The
LOOP ompiler assigns lo ations (in the stati memory) to lasses with stati
elds. At su h lo ations a Boolean initialised tells whether stati initialisation has
taken pla e for this lass. One must keep tra k of this be ause stati initialisation
should not be performed more than on e.
So far we have introdu ed memory ells for storing all the elds of obje ts
and all the entries of arrays. This is a tually not the full story, as it applies only
to ells on the heap:

{ a ell on the sta k is used for storing the lo al variables (and possibly parameters5 ) that are used in a parti ular Java s ope, see Subse tion 4.5.
{ a ell in the stati part of the memory is used for storing the stati elds of
a lass.

Despite these di eren es, the general ideas in the three di erent r^oles for memory
ells are the same: ell positions are assigned to variables by the LOOP ompiler,
and the values of these variables an be a essed and hanged via get- and putoperations that will be des ribed in the next subse tion.
Noti e that if we have a lo al (referen e) variable, say Obje t obj, then obj
will be linked to an entry of the refs fun tion of a ell on the sta k. If this entry
is a non-null referen e, it will point to an obje t on the heap. So referen es may
be on the sta k or in the stati part of the memory, but obje ts are always on
the heap.
We should still emphasise that sin e the heap, sta k and stati memories in
OM are all in nite, a Java OutOfMemoryEx eption will never be thrown after
the translation. Also, our semanti model does not involve any garbage olle tion
(whi h should be transparent anyway).
5

and possibly also a spe ial return variable for temporarily storing the value of an
expression e in a return statement return e.
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4.3 Reading and writing in the obje t memory
A essing a spe i value in an obje t memory x: OM, either for reading or
for writing, involves the following three ingredients: (1) an indi ation of whi h
memory (heap, sta k, stati ), (2) a memory lo ation (in MemLo ), and (3) a ell
lo ation (in CellLo ) giving the o set in the ell. These ingredients are ombined
in the following variant type for memory addressing.
def
MemAdr : TYPE =
f heap: [ ml: MemLo ; l: CellLo ℄
j sta k: [ ml: MemLo ; l: CellLo ℄
j stati : [ ml: MemLo ; l: CellLo ℄ g

(6)

For ea h type typ from the olle tion of types byte, short, int, long, har, oat,
double, bool and RefType o uring in obje t ells, as de ned in (3), we have two
operations:
gettyp(x; m): typ
puttyp(x; m; u): OM

for x: OM; m: MemAdr
for x: OM; m: MemAdr; u: typ

We shall des ribe these fun tions in detail only for typ = byte; the other ases
are similar. Reading from the memory is easy: for x: OM; m: MemAdr,
def
getbyte(x; m) = CASES m OF f
j heap ` 7! ((x:heapmem  (`:ml)):bytes)  (`: l)
j sta k ` 7! ((x:sta kmem  (`:ml)):bytes)  (`: l)
j stati ` 7! ((x:stati mem  (`:ml)):stati
ell:bytes)  (`: l) g

The orresponding write-operation uses updates of re ords and also updates of
fun tions; both these use a `WITH' notation, whi h is hopefully self-explanatory:
for x: OM, m: MemAdr and u: byte,
putbyte(x; m; u)
def
= CASES m OF f
heap ` 7! x WITH [ ((x:heapmem  (`:ml)):bytes)  (`: l) := u ℄
sta k ` 7! x WITH [ ((x:sta kmem  (`:ml)):bytes)  (`: l) := u ℄
stati ` 7! x WITH [ ((x:stati mem  (`:ml)):stati ell:bytes)  (`: l) := u ℄

The various get- and put-fun tions (18 in total) satisfy obvious ommutation
equations, like:
getbyte(putbyte(x; m; u); n) = IF m = n THEN u ELSE getbyte(x; n)
getbyte(putshort(x; m; v ); n) = getbyte(x; n):

Su h equations (81 together) are used for auto-rewriting: the ba k-end proof-tool
simpli es goals automati ally whenever these equations an be applied.
8

4.4 Obje t storage
Consider a Java lass C with elds as below.
lass C {
int j, k;
stati boolean t = true;
B b;
float[℄ f;
... }

The LOOP ompiler will reserve a spe ial stati lo ation, say s: MemLo , for C.
Let p: MemLo be an arbitrary lo ation, intended as lo ation of an obje t of lass
C. The LOOP ompiler will then, for a given obje t memory x: OM, arrange the
instan e elds of that obje t in the memory ell in the heap of x at p, and the
stati elds in the ell in the stati memory of x at s. This is done a ording to
the following table.
eld
i
j
t
b
f

value in x: OM
getint(x; heap(p; 0))
getint(x; heap(p; 1))
getbool(x; stati (s; 0))
getref(x; heap(p; 0))
getref(x; heap(p; 1))

This involves:

{ Storing the integer value of j at the rst lo ation of the in nite sequen e ints

of integers in the heap memory ell at p in x, i.e. at ((x:heapmem)  p):ints  0;
it an then be read as getint(x; heap(p; 0)): int; and it an be modi ed, say
to value a: int, by putint(x; heap(p; 0); a).
{ Storing the integer value of k at the se ond lo ation ((x:heapmem)  p):ints  1;
one reads and modi es via getint(x; heap(p; 1)) and putint(x; heap(p; 1); a).
{ Storing the value of the stati Boolean t at the rst lo ation of the sequen e
booleans of Booleans in the stati memory at s in x, i.e. at ((x:stati mem) 
s):stati ell:booleans  0. This value an be read as getbool(x; stati (s; 0)), and
be modi ed to value a: bool via putbool(x; stati (s; 0); a). When these getand put-operations are alled, stati initialisation of C may have to be done.
This is indi ated by the Boolean (x:stati mem  s):initialised, whi h is set to
true in stati initialisation.
{ Storing the obje t referen e of b at the rst lo ation of the sequen e refs
of referen es, i.e. at ((x:heapmem)  p):refs  0, whi h is of type RefType.
Re all from (1) that an element of type RefType may be null or a referen e
ontaining a pointer (with label objpos) to another heap memory ell where
an obje t of lass B is stored. The referen e to the B obje t may be read and
updated via the getref and putref operations.
9

{ Storing the array referen e of f at the se ond lo ation of the sequen e refs

of referen es, i.e. at ((x:heapmem)  p):refs  1. If it is not null, it refers to
another heap memory ell where the array of oats is a tually lo ated. This
array referen e value may be read and modi ed via getref and putref. How
to a ess the array at a parti ular index will be des ribed in the next se tion
(espe ially in Figure 2).

It should be lear that organising the values of the instan e and lass variables in
su h a manner involves a lot of bookkeeping. This may be a problem for humans,
but sin e the translation of Java lasses is done by a tool, this bureau ra y is not
a burden. Also, sin e the proof obligations at this memory level an be handled
by automati rewriting, the user does not need to see these details in proofs.
An assignment statement j = k for the above elds j, k from lass C will
ultimately ome down to a state transformer fun tion OM ! OM sending a state
x to putint(x; heap(p; 0); getint(x; heap(p; 1))). Thus it will result in a memory
update fun tion.

4.5 Lo al variables and parameters
The ontents of lo al variables and parameters are stored at the sta k, following
the allo ation ideas outlined in the previous subse tion. That is, if for instan e
three lo al variables are de lared of type intin a method body, then they are
stored in the rst three integer positions of the ints fun tion of the ell sta kmem
at the next free position sta ktop. Upon entry of a method body sta ktop is
in remented by one, freeing one ell for all lo al variables and parameters (plus
return variable) in the body, and upon leaving the body sta ktop is de remented
by one. For instan e, the interpretation of a blo k statement (inside a method
body)
[[ fint i = 5; ...g ℄℄
is a fun tion OM ! StatResult (see Se tion 5) given on x: OM by
LET
i = y : OM: getint(y; sta k(x:sta ktop; 0));
i be omes = v : int: y : OM: putint(y; sta k(x:sta ktop; 0); v );
IN
[[ i = 5℄℄ ;
[[ ... ℄℄  x

Again, attributing appropriate positions in ells to lo al variables is done by
the LOOP ompiler, and is not a on ern for the user. Parameters are treated
similarly.

4.6 Obje t reation
Creating a new obje t takes pla e on the heap of our memory model. Spe i ally,
reating an obje t of lass C (via Java's instan e reation expression new C())
involves the following steps in a memory model x: OM.
10

1. An EmptyObje tCell is stored in the heap memory x:heapmem at lo ation
x:heaptop, providing the default values for the elds of C (see [6, xx 4.5.4℄)
and x:heaptop is in remented by 1.
2. If C has stati elds (or stati initialiser ode), then stati initialisation is
done next, see [6, xx 12.4℄, at the stati lo ation sC of C|determined by
the LOOP ompiler. This will make the Boolean (x:stati mem  sC ):initialised
true|preventing future stati initialisation for this lass. Stati initialisation starts from the top-most super lass of C, i.e. from Obje t. A subtle
matter whi h is not learly determined in the Java Language Spe i ation,
as pointed out in [4℄, is whether stati initialistion should also be performed
for superinterfa es. In our model it does not happen.
3. Non-stati initialisation ode of the super lasses of C are invoked via appropriate onstru tors, starting from the top-most super lass Obje t, see [6,
xx 15.8 and 12.5℄.
4. The relevant onstru tor plus initialisation ode from C is exe uted.

5 Statements and expressions
Statements and expressions in Java may either hang (i.e. not terminate at
all), terminate normally, or terminate abruptly. Expressions an only terminate
abruptly be ause of an ex eption (e.g. through division by 0), but statements
may also terminate abnormally be ause of a return, break or ontinue (the
latter two with or without label). A break statement with a label is used to exit
a surrounding (possibly nested) blo k with the same label. An unlabeled break
is used to exit the innermost swit h, for, while or do statement. Within loop
statements (while, do and for) a ontinue statement an o ur. The e e t is
that ontrol skips the rest of the loop's body and starts re-evaluating the (update statement, in a for loop, and) Boolean expression whi h ontrols the loop.
A ontinue statement an be labeled, so that the ontinue is applied to the
orrespondingly labeled loop, and not to the innermost one.
All these options are aptured in appropriate datatypes. First, abnormal
termination leads to the following types.
def
StatAbn : TYPE =
f ex p: [ es: OM; ex: RefType ℄
j rtrn: OM
j break: [ bs: OM; blab: lift[string℄ ℄
j ont: [ s: OM; lab: lift[string℄ ℄ g

def
ExprAbn : TYPE =
[ es: OM; ex: RefType ℄

These types are used to de ne the result types of statements and expressions:
def
StatResult : TYPE =
f hang: unit
j norm: OM
j abnorm: StatAbn g

def
ExprResult[ ℄ : TYPE =
f hang: unit
j norm: [ ns: OM; res:
℄
j abnorm: ExprAbn g

11

A Java statement is then translated as a state transformer fun tion OM !
StatResult, and a Java expression of type Out as a fun tion OM ! ExprResult[Out℄.
The result of su h fun tions applied to a memory x: OM yields either hang,
norm, or abnorm (with appropriate parameters), indi ating the sort of out ome.
A slightly more abstra t version of this representation of statements and expressions is presented in terms of a omputational monad in [11℄.
On the basis of this representation of statements and expressions all language
onstru ts from (sequential) Java are translated. For instan e, the omposition
s ; t: OM ! StatResult of two statements s; t: OM ! StatResult is de ned as:
(s ; t)(x) def
= CASES s  x OF f
j hang() 7! hang()
j
j

norm y 7! t  y
abnorm a 7! abnorm a g

And Java's two onjun tion operations & and && are de ned type-theoreti ally
on e; d: OM ! ExprResult[bool℄ as:
(e & d)  x
def
= CASES e  x OF f
j hang() 7! hang()

norm y 7! CASES d  (y:ns) OF f
j hang() 7! hang()
j norm z 7! norm(ns = z:ns; res = (y:res ^ z:res))
j abnorm b 7! abnorm b g
j abnorm a 7! abnorm a g

j

(e && d)  x def
= CASES e  x OF f
j hang() 7! hang()
j norm y 7! IF :(y:res)

THEN norm y
ELSE d  (y:ns)
j abnorm a 7! abnorm a g

Noti e how the se ond argument d need not be evaluated for the onditional and
&&, and also how side-e e ts are passed on via the y:ns and z:ns.
Another example, ombining expressions and memory a ess is the the array a ess fun tion used for translation of indexing an array. It is used as:
[[ a[i℄ ℄℄ def
= array a ess(gettyp; [[ a ℄℄; [[ i ℄℄)
assuming that a[i℄ is not the left hand side of an assignment. The fun tion
gettyp is determined by the type of a, namely as: if a is an integer array of type
int[℄, then gettyp = getint. And if a is a 2-dimensional array of, say Booleans,
then gettyp = getref.
The Java evaluation strategy pres ribes that rst the array expression, and
then the index expression must be evaluated. Subsequently it must be he ked
12

rst if the array referen e is non-null, and then if the (evaluated) index is nonnegative and below the length of the array. Only then the memory an be a essed. See [6, xx 15.12.1 and xx 15.12.2℄. Figure 2 des ribes array indexing in
our setting. It omits the details of how ex eptions are thrown.

! ExprResult[typ℄
def
= x: OM: CASES a  x OF f
j hang() 7! hang()
j norm y 7!
CASES i  (y:ns) OF f
j hang() 7! hang()
j norm z 7!
CASES y:res OF f
j null() 7! \NullPointerEx eption"
j ref r 7!
CASES r:dimlen OF f
j bot() 7! hang() // should not happen
j up p 7!
IF z:res < 0 _ z:res  p:len
THEN \ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsEx eption"
ELSE norm(ns = z:ns; res =
gettyp(z:ns; heap(ml = r:objpos;
l = z:res))) g g

array a ess(gettyp; a; i): OM

j abnorm 7! abnorm g
j abnorm b 7! abnorm b g

Fig. 2. A essing array a: OM ! ExprResult[RefType℄ at index i: OM ! ExprResult[int℄
Noti e that arrays, like obje ts, are stored on the heap. All translated nonnull array referen es have a non-bottom dimlen eld by onstru tion, so in the
ase indi ated as \should not happen" we hoose to use hang() as output. We
ould also have thrown some non-standard ex eption. There is a similar fun tion
array assign whi h is used for assigning a value at a parti ular index in an
array. And there is also a fun tion for array reation. It sets up an appropriate
number of (empty) memory ells, depending on the dimension and lengths of the
array that is being reated. Spa e restri tions prevent us from dis ussing these
fun tions in detail.

6 Examples
We now present three examples of small Java programs from [3℄, involving aspe ts that we have dis ussed above. Hopefully, the reader will appre iate the
semanti intri a ies.
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6.1 Side-e e ts and Boolean logi
Consider the following Java lass.
lass Logi {
boolean b, r1, r2;
// r1, r2 will store the result
boolean f() { b = !b; return b; }
void m() { b = true;
r1 = f() || !f();
r2 = !f() && f(); }
}

This example shows that side-e e ts an disrupt the expe ted behaviour of disjun tion (' _ :' = true) and onjun tion (:' ^ ' = false): after running
method m(), the eld r1 will be false, and r2 will be true. This omes out in our
model be ause of the propagation of side-e e ts as des ribed in Se tion 5.

6.2 Logi ally in onsistent initialisations
Next we onsider two mutually re ursive lasses:
lass Yes {
boolean r1, r2, r3; // for storing the results
stati boolean y = No.n;
stati void m() { r1 = y;
r2 = No.n;
r3 = No.m(); }
}
lass No {
stati boolean n = !Yes.y;
stati boolean m() { return n; }
}

From a logi al perspe tive the initialisation is problemati : Yes.y = No.n and
No.n = !Yes.y leading to Yes.y = !Yes.y, using substitution6 . The right view
here is of ourse the operational one. A ording to the steps in Subse tion 4.6,
it is lear what will happen: running Yes.m(), when both Yes and No have not
been initialised yet, will start the stati initialisation of Yes by assigning default
values to its elds. The stati initialisation ode y = No.n will then start the
stati initialisation of No. The assignment n = !Yes.y will use the default value
false for y, so that n be omes true. Subsequently y will also be ome true
through the assignment y = No.n. Hen e r1, r2 and r3 will all be ome true.

6.3 Order of initialisations
Again we onsider two simple Java lasses:
6

But from this perspe tive also an assignment i = i+1 is problemati !
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lass Master {
boolean r1, r2, r3, r4;
void m() { r1 = Slave.a;
r2 = Slave.b;
r3 = Slave.s.a;
r4 = Slave.s.b; }
}
lass Slave {
stati Slave s = new Slave();
stati boolean b = !s.a;
stati boolean a = true;
}

The rst thing to note is that the initialisation Slave s = new Slave() in lass
Slave looks like it will lead to an in nite series of initialisations. But sin e the
eld s is stati , this is a stati initialisation that will be done only on e. Thus,
running m() in Master will lead to an unproblemati initialisation of Slave:
rst all elds are set to their default values; then the initialisation of s will start
the initialisation of b and a. When the value for b is omputed, a still has its
default value false, so that b be omes true; only then, a be omes true. Hen e,
running m(), when Slave is not initialised yet, will make all the r's true.

7 Veri ation
Having seen the three examples of Java programs in the previous se tion, we
pro eed to dis uss how we a tually verify (with PVS and Isabelle) that the
result variables r have the values as indi ated. Of ourse, we annot go into
all details, and therefore we only try to give the reader an impression of what
is going on. We shall present two \user statements" (as in Figure 1), for PVS
and Isabelle, and give some further information about the proofs|whi h in all
ases pro eeds entirely by automati rewriting. The rst example is skipped here
be ause it does not involve signi ant memory a ess.

7.1 Veri ation in PVS
We shall on entrate on the Yes-No example from Subse tion 6.2. Running the
LOOP tool on these lasses will produ e several PVS theories, forming the basis
of the veri ation. They are type he ked, together with the semanti prelude
ontaining the de nitions for the obje t memory and for the representations of
statements and expressions. Then they are imported into a theory whi h ontains
the following user statement.
Yes_lem : LEMMA
FORALL(p : MemLo ?, x : OM?,
: [MemLo ? -> [OM? -> Yes?IFa e[OM?℄℄℄) :
YesAssert?(p)( (p))
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AND
p < heap?top(x)
AND
NOT Yes_is_Initialized?(x)
AND
NOT No_is_Initialized?(x)
IMPLIES
norm??(m?( (p))(x)) % m from Yes terminates normally
AND
LET y = ns?(m?( (p))(x)) IN % y is `normal' state after m
r1( (p))(y) = TRUE
AND
r2( (p))(y) = TRUE
AND
r3( (p))(y) = TRUE

We shall explain some aspe ts. First of all, there are many question marks `?'
in this fragment of PVS ode. They are there be ause they annot o ur in
Java identi ers, and so by using them in de nitions whi h are important for
the translation to PVS, name lashes are prevented. Further, the statement
quanti es rst over a memory lo ation p, whi h is to be understood as the
lo ation of an arbitrary obje t, whi h is required to be in the used part of the
heap memory, below the heaptop. The quanti ation also involves an obje t
memory x, and a \ oalgebra" in orporating all methods from the lass Yes
in a single fun tion. Noti e that this oalgebra (or lass) is parametrised by
memory lo ations, so it an a t on an arbitrary (heap) lo ation. This oalgebra
is required to satisfy a predi ate YesAssert? ensuring that elds of are bound
to appropriate memory positions, and methods and onstru tors of to their
bodies.
Under the additional assumptions that lasses Yes and No have not been
initialised yet in state x, the statement says that method m of oalgebra/ lass
at p terminates normally, and that in its result state y, all the elds r of
oalgebra/ lass are true.
The proof in PVS of this statement an be done entirely by automati rewriting. This involves mimi king the omputation on the memory model des ribed
in Se tion 4. The a tual PVS proof onsists of the following sequen e of three
proof ommands.
(LOAD-CLASSES ("java lang Obje t" "Yes" "No"))
(LOAD-PRELUDE) (REDUCE)

The rst one loads the (automati ally generated) rewrite rules for the relevant
lasses Yes, No and for the root lass Obje t. The next ommand loads the
rewrite rules from the semanti prelude (see Figure 1) into the prover. Finally,
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the (REDUCE) ommand tells PVS to go o and do any simpli ation it an
apply. It will result in a QED, without further user intera tion7 .

7.2 Veri ation in Isabelle/HOL
Here we on entrate on the Master-Slave example from Subse tion 6.3. We proeed in a similar way as with the PVS veri ation. Thus we run the LOOP tool
on the Java lasses to generate several Isabelle theories, whi h are type he ked
together with the semanti prelude. This semanti prelude ontains similar definitions as the semanti prelude in PVS, but of ourse it is adapted to the
spe i ation language of Isabelle.
Subsequently we prove the following user statement.
Goal "[|MasterAssert p ( p);\
\
p < heap_top x;\
\
~ Slave_is_Initialized x |℄ ==>\
\
let y = PreStatResult.ns(m_ ( p) x)\
\
in r1 ( p) y = True &\
\
r2 ( p) y = True &\
\
r3 ( p) y = True &\
\
r4 ( p) y = True";

As in the previous example, p denotes the memory lo ation, the oalgebra (or
lass) and x the obje t memory. Again, we assume that the oalgebra satis es
an assertion MasterAssert, ensuring that elds and methods of are appropriately bound. Furthermore, we assume that the lass Slave is not initialised
yet. Under these assumptions we prove that the method m terminates normally,
resulting in a new (normal) state y, in whi h all the r- elds of oalgebra/ lass
are true.
The proof in Isabelle is done entirely by automati rewriting. The a tual
proof ommand in Isabelle is the following.
by (asm_full_simp_ta
(simpset () addsimps (PreludeRewrites 
java_lang_Obje tRewrites 
SlaveRewrites 
MasterRewrites)) 1);

This adds the rewrite rules for the lasses Master, Slave and Obje t, and for
the semanti prelude to the simpli er, and subsequently uses these to rewrite
the goal to True, thus proving the goal8.
7

8

This QED involves 177 rewrite steps, whi h, on a reasonably fast ma hine a ording to urrent standards (a 500Mhz Pentium III with 256M RAM) takes about 40
se onds, most of whi h are needed for loading the rewrite rules.
Isabelle tries to apply over 18,000 rewriting steps, of whi h only about 800 su eed
(in luding rewrites in onditions of onditional rewrites). This takes approximately
194 se onds on the same 500 Mhz Pentium III with 256M RAM that was used for
the PVS veri ation.
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8 Con lusion
We have presented an essential ingredient of the semanti s of sequential Java,
as used for the tool-assisted veri ation of Java programs within the LOOP
proje t, namely the obje t memory used for storing the ontents of elds of Java
obje ts in essentially untyped ells. The e e tiveness of this formalisation has
been demonstrated in the veri ation of several short, but non-trivial, Java programs. A promising appli ation of this approa h, based on the memory model in
this paper, is veri ation of lass libraries (like the invariant proof for the Ve tor
lass in [9℄), espe ially when these libraries are annotated (using the annotation
language JML [14℄ for Java). We are urrently developing this approa h for the
(relatively simple) JavaCard [1℄ API lasses. Up-to-date information about the
LOOP proje t is available from the LOOP webpage [18℄.
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